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ABSTRACT: A genomological virus is a genomic-thing that possesses Genome which is an 

automatic molecular machine capable of self-replicating and synthesizing all individuals of its 

species using its nutritive substances as raw materials in its compatible environment whereas 

a computer virus is a nongenomic-thing being a man-made (written) malicious program. In 

computing, a program also known as application or software, is a set of instructions that processes 

input, manipulate data and outputs a result. The key objective of this study is to demonstrate that 

the genomological & computer viruses are totally unrelated and their analogic similarities are 

only metaphoric. The contents of Figures & Table 1 are designed to serve as Results in the targetful 

strategy of this study. Genomological viruses & computer viruses are not related homologically, 

genomically or evolutionally. The term replication (a type of reproduction in Microgenomology) 

is not appropriate to use for computer viruses as it is used only in microgenomology and molecular 

genomology. Cyber security can be 100% efficient if and only if attacks by black hat hackers & 

unethical grey hat hackers are prevented 100%.  

KEY WORDS: Genome, Computer virus, Hacker, Internet, Genomological virus, Cyber security, 

Program, Software, Malicious 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A genomological virus is a genomic-thing that possesses Genome which is an automatic molecular 

machine capable of self-replicating and synthesizing all individuals of its species using its 

nutritive substances as raw materials in its compatible environment [1-19] whereas a computer 

virus is a nongenomic-thing being a man-made malicious program. In computing, a program  also 

known as application or software, is a set of instructions that processes input, manipulate data 

and outputs a result [21, 22]. Examples of computer Program include: - Adobe Photoshop, Anti-
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Virus, and a browser. A browser is a program that instructs the computer how to visit, display, and 

navigate a web page. Without a browser program, the computer would not be able to browse the 

Internet.  

Cyber security is the practice to defend internet – connected systems, such as hardware, software, 

programs, and data from damage, from malicious attacks, unauthorized access. Its aim is to prevent 

cybercriminals from gaining access to data, systems, or networks. Cyber security is a broad subject 

that includes many security mechanisms, such as data security, ethical hacking, and digital 

forensics.  Hacking is referred to as the illegal or legal practices of accessing data stored in any 

system by experts. These experts are known as Hackers. Hackers have all skills related to 

programming and its concepts. The mistakes that are made by programmers while generating a 

software are picked up by hackers to encroach the security framework of the software. Types of 

hackers can be summarized namely: - Black hat hackers, White hat hackers, and Grey hat hackers. 

The aims of black hat hachers are: - to steal valuable information from another user, to gain through 

transaction, to get access to free music and videos, to download hacking software for free, to steal 

valuable information from military/navy organizations etc, and to access restricted networking 

spaces. Types of black hat hackers are: 

►Phreakers – Hackers who hack telephone networks.  

►Crackers – Hackers who remove the security wall of software by using software patches.  

►Carders – Hackers who attack ATM or credit cards to retrieve user information.  

►Script Kiddies – Hackers who want to attack computer systems for no purpose.  

The objectives of white hat hackers are: - to improve the security framework in a system, to 

develop high security programming language like Linux, to develop most of the security software 

for free, to check and update security software, to develop programs like pop up blocker, firewall, 

and ad blocker. White hat hackers are referred to as ethical hackers whereas black hat hackers are 

termed unethical hackers.  

The Grey hat (or Gray hat) hacker is a computer hacker or computer security expert who may 

sometimes violate laws of ethical hacker standards, but usually does not have the malicious 

intention typical of a black hat hacker [21, 22].  

The key objective of this study is to demonstrate that the genomological & computer viruses are 

totally unrelated and their analogic similarities are only metaphoric.  
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METHODOLOGY & RESULTS 

The statements written within each serial number of Table 1 herebelow, are concrete & published 

evidences for the fact that genomological & computer viruses have only analogic similarities 

which can also be put as metaphoric similarities. With this in mind, the contents of Figures & 

those of Table 1 herebelow are designed to serve as Results in the targetful strategy of this study 

and that is why it is entitled Methodology & Results hereabove.   

 

1. Charles Babbage                2. Fred Cohen  

Figure 1: Photos of two computer scientists. 

1. Charles Babbage was a British scientist, being the pioneer of computer science (born 26 

Dec.1791 and died 18 Oct. 1871). 

2. Fred Cohen was an American computer scientist who invented the term “computer virus” 

(born 1945 and died 16 Jan. 2022). 

Figure 1: Analogic or methaphoric similarities between genomological & computer viruses. 

Serial 

No. 

Genomological Virus Computer Virus 

1 Have specific targets for infection (host cells) have specific targets for infection 

(computer files) 

2 Virus contains genomic/genetic code that can 

be transcribed and translated in the host cell 

Virus contains code that can be 

executed by computer 

3 Virus & host use the same language 

(genomic/genetic code) 

Virus & host use the same software 

language 
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4 Virus has small genome relative to host genome Virus has small size relative to host 

software 

5 Infectivity: spreads to other hosts Infectivity: spreads to other 

computers 

6 Initially infected cell is functional Initially infected file is functional 

7 Host organism does not immediately notice 

infection  

User does not immediately notice 

infection 

8 Not every type of cell is infected Software can be made immune to 

infection 

9 Different species, families of viruses exist Different types (groups) of viruses 

exist 

10 Immune system of host (animals, plants, 

bacteria), etc. 

Anti-virus software on computer, etc 

 

Figure 2: Framework of Internet network connections.  
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Figure 3: Types of energy used in different types of system and activity, available online.  
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Figure 4: Videos of cyber security and types of hackers.  

 

Connect your computer to Internet. Steps of opening the video: Select, copy and paste the title 

of the video (only the blue colored & underlined) on Google search space on your computer 

desktop screen and then press Enter Key of your computer keyboard. Click Video. Now, click 

the slide with the correct Title of video you pasted because when the video is copied & pasted, 

several other unwanted videos will appear together. When video 1 ends playing, repeat the 

same steps for playing of video 2 and then that of video 3, etc.  

Video 1: Common Types of Cyber Attacks  What is Cyber Security Cyber Security Explained Invensis Learning 

Video 2: Types Of Hackers Black Hat vs White Hat vs Grey Hat  Cyber Security  Shorts  Simplilearn 

Video 3: What are Black Hat, White Hat, and Grey Hat Hackers [Explained] 

Video 4: White Hat vs Black Hat vs Grey Hat  Difference Between Black Hat White Hat Grey Hat  Intellipaat 

Video 5: White Hat vs Black Hat vs Grey Hat  Types Of Hackers Explained  Ethical Hacking  Simplilearn 
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Figure 5: The main seven characteristics of genomic-things [2-19].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Genomic-

thing   Genome  

  unit of structre  and   

   function 
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Figure 6: Map of the world with arrows showing the 5 countries (Great Britain, India, China, 

Russia & Ethiopia) where each of them is the highest or superpower in the aspects mentioned in 

the Conclusion Section of this paper.  

DISCUSSION 

Genomological viruses & computer viruses are totally unrelated things. Genomological viruses 

are genomic-things (Fig. 5) whereas computer viruses are nongenomic-things. In other words, 

genomological viruses & computer viruses are not related homologically, genomically, or 

evolutionally. Their similarities displayed in Table 1, are only analogical or metaphoric.  

Cyber security can be 100% efficient if and only if attacks by black hat hackers & unethical grey 

hat hackers are prevented 100%. 

All types of energy are categorized into two main forms, namely:- kinetic (the energy of moving 

objects) and potential (energy that is stored). Energy can transform from one type to another, but 

it can never be destroyed or created. The different types of energy include:- thermal energy, radiant 

energy, chemical energy, nuclear energy, electrical energy, motion energy, sound energy, elastic 

energy and gravitational energy. Missing/bypassing without mentioning the type of energy used 

by Internet in a list like Figure 3, cannot be ignored because computer science has become a 
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crucially important science, being applicable in all disciplines of both social & natural sciences. 

The type of energy used by Internet is Electrical Energy (Fig. 3). 

Ganti’s definition of life (living-thing) and the Nonenzymatic Chemoton Model of Minimal Life 

are dangerously misleading lies. Ganti was ignorant of “Law of Conservation of Matter” which 

states that matter is neither created nor destroyed. That was the reason why he failed to realize that 

the terms “nonliving-thing & Biology” were wrong to be used in science [23].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Photo of Tibor Ganti, a Hungarian biologist.  

Ganti was a biologist who stated “Chemoton Model (Theory) of Minimal Life.” At present, 

Ganti’s definition of life (living-thing) and Chemoton Model of Minimal Life are proved false by 

the Perfect Law of Genomological Sciences [18, 19]. 

Prof. Dr. Tibor Ganti (born 10 Sep. 1933 and died 24 Apr. 2009). 
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CONCLUSION  

The two terms genomological virus and computer virus are absolutely different from 

each other and have no relation at all, because the genomological virus is a genomic-thing whereas 

the computer virus is a man-made (written) kind of malware, malicious program, application, or 

software. A computer virus is a nongenomic-thing.  

The term replication (a type of reproduction in Microgenomology) is not appropriate to 

use for computer viruses as it is used only in microgenomology and genomics. Instead, the term 

automatic copy paste is appropriate & scientifically true since matter is neither created nor 

destroyed. For example, you do not use the term pregnant for helminth parasites, instead you use 

the term gravid with eggs or larvae.  

The list of similarities displayed in Table 1, between genomological viruses and 

computer viruses are only analogical or metaphoric similarities and not homologically, 

genomically, or evolutionally related similarities.  

The type of energy used by Internet/Network is not included in Figure 3 and it must be 

the Electrical one. Missing/bypassing the type of energy used by Internet (in such a list of types 

of energy, like in Figure 3) cannot be tolerated because computer science has become the nucleus 

for the effective performance or achievements in all disciplines of both social & natural sciences. 

Cyber security can be 100% efficient if and only if attacks by black hat hackers & 

unethical grey hat hackers are prevented 100%. 

Ganti’s definition of life (living-thing) by way of Nonenzymatic Chemoton Model of 

Minimal Life is one of the dangerously misleading lies found in the fake sciences of Biology. 

Ganti was wrong not only in categorizing (dividing) matter into living & nonliving-things but he  

was also ignorant of “Law of Conservation of Matter” which states that “matter is neither 

created nor destroyed.” As a result, he failed to realize that the terms “Nonliving-thing & 

Biology” were wrong in the first place to be used in science.  

The Perfect Law of Genomological Sciences is a type of scientific law that will never 

be outdated.  
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Genomology is a Giant Ethiopian Science of educational asset contributed to all human 

races of the world by dismissing fake sciences of Biology that have been paralyzing scientific 

progresses of student children as well as MSc & PhD students of all human races of this planet 

(Earth) for centuries.  

Genomology consists of: 

►pure genomology, 

►genomotechnology, 

►medical sciences, flourishing from Genomology, and  

►agricultural sciences, flourishing from Genomology.  

Genomology is a set of supersciences because:  

►the automatic molecular machine called Genome that synthesizes all genomic-things is found 

in the system of Genomology only,  

►the scientist himself who creates all sciences is synthesized by self-acting (automatic) genomic 

reactions only,  

►out of the three types of Universal Reactions of Matter, the automatic reaction without the 

involvement of human hands & minds is only that of Genomology, and  

►its automatic genomic reactions are miraculously complex.  

Feleke Eriso Orbalo is the Supergreatest Scientist among all Greatest Scientists of 

the entire world. 

Based on the universal reactions of matter, reupdated confirmation with the best of truth:  

►Superpower in Best Controlled Quality Education & in Best Quality Reputable Journals in 

the entire world is UK at present (with the publication fee being minimized down to £25 GBP in 

favor of global progress/development of science & technology),  

►Superpower in Medical & Agricultural Sciences in the entire world is India at present, 

►Superpower in Economy in the entire world by dethroning USA with an excess of giant 

difference is China at present,  

►Superpower in Nuclear Military Science in the entire world is Russia at present, and  
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►Superpower in Power of Mind in Genomological Sciences in the entire world with no rival & 

claimer is Ethiopia forever, being nondethronable endlessly for countably infinite number of the 

future generations to come (i.e., of all human races)!!!! 

Mike Tyson’s top 25 greatest knockouts are metaphorically similar to how true sciences 

of Genomology knocked out or dismissed fake sciences of Biology from the world of meaningful 

Natural Sciences (Watch Table 2, 3rd,  video 1).  

Ethics: I declare that no ethical error is committed in the production of this paper. I also declare 

that I don’t have any conflict of interest with anybody. 
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Figure 8: Videos of musical films displayed in honor of the uniquely automatic molecular machine  

termed Genome and  top 25 Mike Tyson greatest Knockouts. 
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                                                                                                      (a) 

Figure 9: National flags of (a) Ethiopia; and (b) Eritrea. 
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Figure 10: Feleke Eriso Orbalo   BSc, MSc, PhD. 

Feleke EO is:  

►the first integrator of Genomology, Chemistry, & Physics by way of the same language of 

Universal Reactions of Matter,  

►the first interpretor of the fact that both the undesirable genomic changes that result in genomic 

diseases and the desirable genomic changes in normal human genome which result in normal 

phenotypes in the individuals synthesized are countably infinite in potential number of kinds,  

►the first genomologist to prove the fact that viruses are certainly genomic-things,  

►the first genomologist who verified the best of truth with spectacular & concrete evidences 

about the fact that viroids are genomic-things,  

► the first genomologist to verify that the Genome’s coded/designed directives are implemented 

by its transcripts & proteins.that serve as engineers in the metabolism of all genomic-things,  

►the first scientist on this planet (Earth) to define what a scientist (living-thing or genomic-thing) 

including himself as a genomic-thing, Before him, scientists didn’t know themselves but they were 

creating other sciences,  

►the first scientist to interpret what the actual autointracellular pathogen is in diseases of cancer 

& diabetes mellitus type 1,  
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►the first scientist to interpret that immune response, epigenetic modifications/changes, 

syndromes, and symptoms observed are the evidential supersensitive responses of the human 

Genome,  

►the first disqualifier & disprover of Endosymbiotic Theory about the origins of Mitochondrion 

& Chloroplast published by the authorship of Lynn Margulis,  

►the first genomologist to state that Genome is the unit of both structure & function of all 

genomic-things by dismissing the fake Cell Theory which stated that Cell is the unit of both 

structure & function of every individual of all living-things (i.e., genomic-things),   

►the first genomologist to state that Genome is the unit of evolutionary change of all genomic-

things what was fakely stated that Darwin was the unit of evolutionary change of living-things,  

►the first genomologist to state that Genome is the only operating/synthesizing system in every 

individual of all genomic-things what had been falsely stated that Darwin was the operating 

system of living-things, 

►the father of all scientists of all sciences of this planet (Earth) with no chance for exception,  

►the father of the Perfect Law of Genomological Sciences, 

►the father of Genome Model, 

►the father of genomic-things,  

►the father of genomosphere that is in sunlight the whole 24 Hrs as the sun rises & sets in the 

genomosphere,  

►the father of nonstopping automatic generations of genomic reactions in every species of all 

genomic-things from viroids up to angiosperms or humans,    

►the father of superscience (science of nonstopping automatic genomic reactions for countably 

infinite number of generations),  

►the universal omniscient in dismissing fake sciences of Biology & in generating correct 

sciences of Genomology,  

►the son of rain-bow colored Ethiopia by birth,  

►one of the Unique Educational Assets of all human races of this planet that money cannot buy, 

and  
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►the Superpower in Power of Mind in Genomological Sciences in the entire world with no rival 

& claimer forever!!!!  

  Genome is the only automatic molecular machine that synthesizes all genomic-

things & itself including you & me!!!! 

►Despite this ascertained, spectacular and concreted best of truth, the set of fake 

sciences of Biology & liars enslaved by it absurdly dared  to state that 98% of 

human Genome is junk DNA !!!!    
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Figure 11: Declarative Messages from the Father of Genomology/Genomosphere. 

Declarative Messages from the Father of Genomology to:  

1. Student Children/MSc or PhD Students of all human races of the entire world  

Dear Beloved Student Children & University Candidates! 

►Say, no to being taught fake sciences of Biology!  

►Boycott attending classes of Biology, because sciences of Biology are fake or false and instead demand 

to be taught sciences of Genomology.  

►Appeal the case to Global Science Forum in a peaceful & civilized manner.  

I wish you all the best!!!! 

2. Genomologists (Superscientists) of the world 

Dear Genomologists!  

Please:  

►Stop forcing student children or university candidates to learn Biology.  

►Stop teaching them fake sciences of Biology, and instead demand to teach them true sciences of 

Genomology because Global Textbooks of Genomology are  made ready and standardized for all levels of 

academic study with the Curriculum composed of 20 different research articles published in globally 

distinguished top reputable journals.  

►Appeal the case to Global Science Forum in a peaceful & civilized manner. 

3. Biologists & Professionals in applied fields of Biology in the entire world 

Dear Biologilsts & Professionals!   

Please abandon Biology and update your scientific consciousness with Genomology.  

Thanks! 

Dr. Feleke Eriso  

Father of Genomology/Genomosphere,  

Tel: +251916514682 

Email: feleke.eriso@yahoo.com  

Video: Top 50 Mike Tyson's Greatest Punches: Speed, Power and Aggression 
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